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Greetings from the Chancellor

Dear student,

You are about to begin a crucial stage in your life. The decision about how and where you want to train has a vital importance, since the studies and the university you choose shall without a doubt determine your future, from both a professional and a personal point of view.

Almost 80 years and thousands of graduates who have trained in our classrooms attest to the experience and good practice of CEU within the sphere of higher education. Those are people who trusted us and today they are amongst the most qualified entrepreneurs and professionals in Spain.

CEU San Pablo University offers you a prestigious faculty with a solid professional and research background, where tradition goes hand in hand with innovation, so that you can make the most of their expertise for your university training.

You should also bear in mind that your university life will start within the framework of “Grados” (degrees) adapted to the European Higher Education Area (EHEA), which shall enable your university title to have a greater professional outreach across Europe.

For this reason, at CEU San Pablo University we offer you all necessary services for the full development of your talents: You may benefit from a wide range of internship agreements, both in Spain and abroad; you may also improve your level of foreign language knowledge and choose from a considerable array of bilingual degrees, thus preparing yourself to face the challenges of an environment which is becoming more and more international.

Finally, our university has made a big effort to favour those students who show a greater commitment and talent, offering them a large fund for scholarships and financial aids.

We hope to greet you in our classrooms in the coming year.

Juan Carlos Dominguez Nafria
Tradition

CEU San Pablo University, a not-for-profit educational institution, was created by the Catholic Association of Propagandists [Asociación Católica de Propagandistas] and for the last almost 80 years has devoted itself to the human, academic and professional training of students, in order for them to acquire the necessary competence to hold influential positions, both in the national and the international spheres.

Excellence

Our university is committed to academic and professional excellence, as well as with the comprehensive training of our students. We aim for quality in education, innovation, research, internships, full employment of our students and the internationalisation of studies and students.

Innovation

For over eight years, CEU San Pablo University has been immersed in a process of development and implementation of renewed and highly-efficient pedagogical methods, based on a greater interaction between teachers and students. In this way, the adaptation to the EHEA will effectively respond to the educational needs of students.

International projection

Our university links its academic excellence to the international presence of its students. We are therefore offering them bilingual degrees, international mobility, international internships and a summer university, among others, all of which focus on providing the students with an international academic experience which empowers them to integrate into a multicultural society.

Humanism

CEU San Pablo University offers to its students all the material and human resources necessary for the development of their talent, within an environment of intellectual rigour and with a clear vocation for service and social responsibility.

Faculty

Teaching and research are two inseparable realities at our university: In addition to their outstanding academic profile, CEU’s excellent teachers can be deemed as such due to their traditional teaching competence, born of their permanent study of new pedagogical methods and techniques, as well as their frequent participation in research programmes, both national and international, at centers such as the European London Business School (EBS), École Supérieure de Commerce Extérieur, Copenhagen Business School or the Imperial College of London.

Exigency level

The curricula have been designed thinking solely and exclusively of our students, from a triple perspective: the importance of a rigorous and quality training, a high level of exigency in the contents of each subject and professionalism in the teaching process.
European Higher Education Area

The European Higher Education Area (EHEA) [in Spanish, Espacio Europeo de Educación Superior], which already includes more than 40 countries, is born from the need to create a new university system that achieves the convergence and integration of the European universities.

Its purpose is to foster the transition towards a model of European university attesting to a high and competitive level of training, with a quality education which ensures the mobility and real growth of students, professors and researchers, as well as to encourage a harmonization of the degrees to give them the necessary relevance and rigour.

What are the implied changes?

• A three-cycle degree system: the first cycle, comprising four years, called “bachelor’s degree” (in Spanish, grado), a postgraduate made up of a second cycle (“master’s degree” or máster) and a third cycle (“doctoral degree” or doctorado).
• A new system of credits, called the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS), which guarantees the equivalence of all degrees throughout Europe, without needing to have identical curricula. Each ECTS credit entails a number of hours which the student needs to cover, from 25 to 30, in order to achieve the academic goals set for each subject.
• A more active methodology, where the student plays a leading role and the professor becomes a guide and a counsellor, without losing his/her profile as a teacher.

What are the advantages?

• To facilitate the mobility of students, professors and researchers.
• To promote the idea of education throughout life (“Lifelong Learning Programme”).
• To foster the student’s active learning.
• To increase the professional opportunities for graduates.
• To validate the degrees amongst European universities.
• To introduce more efficient pedagogical methods.
• To promote the learning of foreign languages.

Links of interest

CRUE
www.crue.org
Espacio Europeo de Educación Superior
www.eees.es
European University Association
www.eua.be
European Credit Transfer System
www.ects.es
Spanish Ministry of Education
http://bolonia.fecyt.es/
Organismo Autónomo de Programas Educativos Europeos
www.oapee.es
International focus

At CEU San Pablo University we want to link our academic excellence to the training and the international projection of our students, by offering them bilingual degrees, international mobility, international internships, a summer university, visiting professors and other activities. In short, this is a commitment focused on providing the students with an international experience that will enable them to become a part of the global society.

International internships

The international internship programme of CEU San Pablo University gives the students the opportunity to complete their studies with a practicum period abroad, thus opening the door for a comprehensive, quality, cosmopolitan and differentiated education. This practical experience places the students in the best situation for their integration into an increasingly competitive and international job market.

We offer international work experience through Erasmus grants to our students.

www.rii.uspceu.es/pages/practicas-internacionales

International mobility

CEU San Pablo University is committed to an international training for a global world. For this reason, it has signed more than three hundred agreements with universities in Europe, Asia and America. Thanks to them, our students have the opportunity to enjoy academic stays abroad, either half-yearly or annually, such as those offered by the Erasmus programme, with the academic recognition of the completed studies. We currently receive 500 incoming students and have approximately 250 outgoing students each year.

www.rii.uspceu.es/pages/programas-intercambio

The Erasmus friend

The Erasmus programme enables the students of CEU San Pablo University to build up academic and social links with foreign students, thus encouraging the cultural exchange and the adaptation of the visiting student to our university.

www.rii.uspceu.es/pages/club-erasmus

Summer University

This initiative offers a quality and differentiated academic training to our students and to others from foreign countries during the academic holidays. These courses arise from the challenge of offering outstanding experiences. They are taught in Spanish or English, with specialised academic contents.

www.rii.uspceu.es/pages/summer-school

Bilingual degrees

These programmes include the teaching of subjects in English and Spanish, and at least one international mobility stay at a university of good standing. With them the student achieves a solid and specialised academic training in English, in addition to a great personal and professional enrichment within a global and international context.

CEU San Pablo University offers three Bilingual Degrees in Business Administration and Advertising and Public Relations in collaboration with Boston University and a Pharmacy Bilingual Degree in collaboration with The University of Chicago.

Language Centre

Attached to the Vice-Rector’s Office for International Relations, the Centre offers the opportunity to acquire the language skills necessary for suitable professional training, allowing students to become competent in different sociocultural, scientific and professional environments.

The CEU Language Centre has been officially registered as centre for DELE, TOEFL ITP, TOEFL IBT and CAMBRIDGE ESOL exams.

www.uspceu.com/pages/idiomas
To facilitate the employment of our students and to provide guidance on job opportunities, we have set up the Center for Guidance and Information on Employment [Centro de Orientación e Información de Empleo] (COIE), which offers professional internships with the best companies and entities, both Spanish and from the rest of Europe, with which the University has signed agreements. The COIE organises workshops for the integration of students into the labour market, as well as training courses for job-hunting. In addition, the University offers the Entrepreneurs’ Club, the Occupational Observatory and the Employment Forum.

- **Our students**
- Ángel Aldasoro Biancinto: Community Law
- Laura Sabio Manzano: Advertising and PR
- Adrián Carretero Robleño: Business Administration (Boston programme)

The **INTERNSHIPS** are carried out thanks to the more than 4,150 educational cooperation agreements signed with public and private companies, law firms and institutions, both national and international. These agreements enable students of the last years to enjoy practicum periods.

Our **EMPLOYMENT OFFICE** [BOLSA DE EMPLEO] channels and connects the offers we receive from the arranged companies and entities with the demands from our graduates.

The **SEMINARS ON PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES** aim to inform our students of the last courses on the different professional opportunities offered for their qualifications.

The **TRAINING COURSES FOR JOB-HUNTING** provide guidance for our students and graduates to successfully face the employment selection process.

The **EMPLOYMENT FORUM** [FORO DE EMPLEO], which takes place year after year at each of the University campuses, is the meeting point for the companies which look for qualified professionals and the university students. After ten editions, the Forum is a unique opportunity to bring the best companies and institutions closer to the students and graduates of CEU, as a way to initiate the way towards their professional future.

The **ENTREPRENEURS’ CLUB** [CLUB DE EMPRENDEDORES] encourages and guides the entrepreneurial vocation of our students, by providing advice and different practical tools.

The **OCCUPATIONAL OBSERVATORY** [OBSERVATORIO OCUPACIONAL] regularly reviews the situation and the professional projection of our graduates and permanently examines the needs of the labour market in order to optimise the integration possibilities of our students.
Internal traineeships

At CEU San Pablo University we provide the best infrastructures and equipment for the comprehensive training of our students, so that they may come into direct contact with the reality awaiting them in the professional world. The purpose is for the students to acquire not just the knowledge, but also the necessary skills for the development of their profession.

- More than 80 teaching and research laboratories, furnished with modern equipment.
- Centre of Metabolomics and Bioanalysis (CEMBIO).
- Institute of Applied Molecular Medicine (IMMA).

Special laboratories
- Molecular biology
- Clinical biochemistry and molecular pathology
- Synthesis and molecular modelling
- Pharmacology and toxicology
- Nutrition
- Sensory analysis
- Inorganic materials
- Plant biotechnology

Polytechnic School Laboratories
- 2 materials/construction labs
- 4 simulation and graphic information labs
- 2 building structures labs
- Building facilities
- Networks
- Analogue and digital electronics
- Biotechnology
- Computers
- Web research (WRSL)

Laboratories and services for research support
- Mass spectrometry service (SEM)
- Nuclear magnetic resonance (RMN)
- Controlled wear of materials (ECM)
- Animal house and experimental surgery service (SVA)
- Radioactive unit (UR)
- Experimental greenhouse (IE)
- Cell cultures unit (UCC)
- Parasitological analysis (ANP)
- Experimental pharmacology and toxicology (SFT)
- Metabolism and body composition unit (UMCC)
- Microbiology (MICRO)
- X-ray diffraction and electronic microscopy
- 4 inter-faculty labs for languages, equipped with state-of-the-art audiovisual technology

CEU Media

With the CEU Media production company our students have the opportunity to develop audiovisual contents for their dissemination in the professional communication media.

Audiovisual Centre

This includes a Photography laboratory, with a traditional lab, a set and a digital room. We have two professional radio studios equipped with AEQ digital decks and XFrame and MARAWIN software, two TV sets with Gevens technology, two post-production rooms and two non-linear editing suites equipped with Final Cut Pro HD, Avid DV and Pro Tools HD systems. ENG P2 HD equipments are also used in the traineeships.

The whole Audiovisual Centre is interconnected with an EditShare video server which manages shared storage.

OnCEU

We, at the Humanities and Communication Sciences Faculty, have set up this project with which we want to position our students at the forefront of new technologies. In unbeatable facilities located at the faculty itself, we design ‘OnCEU’ every day, a web that integrates written journalism, radio and television, and which helps us understand the new multimedia and digital environment that young communicators will have to deal with when they get to the labour market.

Communication agency

At the communication “Agency” created by the University, our students get a first-hand knowledge of the daily work carried out by the professionals of this sector, from creativity and planning, up to the organisation of events.
Criteria for selection and permanence

At CEU San Pablo University we are hard-driving with our students, in order to obtain the highest level of quality in the training we provide in all our degrees. Therefore, we have serious and rigorous criteria for both selection and permanence at the university.

- To be able to continue with his/her studies, the student must pass a minimum number of ECTS credits in the first year.
- Four exam sessions are allowed per subject and, where appropriate, two additional makeup sessions.
- Not sitting an exam shall use up such exam session, unless an exceptional authorisation for annulment is granted due to justifiable reasons.
- The student must register for the subjects in the order established in the curricula, except for justifiable reasons, such as mobility programmes.
- The student must reach an optimum level of knowledge of the English language.
- The student must also successfully complete a final graduation project.

Pedagogical innovation

In 2003 CEU San Pablo University started to adapt to the new European university system with the implementation of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA). This involved the renovation of the teaching methodology which we use to train our students in the best capacities. The EHEA offers some educational novelties:

- Implementation of a new academic calendar year, which implies changing the extraordinary exam session from September to July.
- Creation of new degrees and adaptation of the already existing ones to the quality criteria and the system for recognition of diplomas and study periods promoted by EHEA.
- Offer of simultaneous degrees and bilingual programmes.
- Structuring studies in three cycles: bachelor’s degree for the acquisition of basic competences and postgraduate degree for the specialisation of students (masters’ degree) and doctorate.
- Adaptation to the European system of ECTS credits.
- Implementation of a new methodology based on master classes, seminars and practical work.
- Implementation of new teaching techniques by means of the new technologies.
- Personalised follow-up of students through tutorials.
- Foreign languages teaching and requiring an optimum level of knowledge of English.
- Founding of official chairs and research institutes: University Institute of European Studies [Instituto Universitario de Estudios Europeos], Institute for Democracy Studies [Instituto de Estudios de la Democracia], Institute for the Family [Instituto de la Familia], Angel Ayala CEU Institute of Humanities [Instituto CEU de Humanidades Ángel Ayala].
Research

At CEU San Pablo University we are resolutely committed to research, one of the main axes of our project of excellence and the pursuit of talent. The synergy between faith and reason, culture and ethics in new scientific discoveries is the basis of this important research project that we offer.

As an essential support for this research and teaching endeavour, our large library includes over 500,000 monographs, 3,000 periodical publications and a multitude of electronic resources. In addition, our students have full access to the Center of European Documentation, which since 1995 is part of the Network of Information Centers of the European Commission.

This investigative activity is shown in the different projects developed by our 43 research groups, integrated in the faculties, the Higher Polytechnic School and the five institutes and research centers: Institute of Family Studies, Institute for the Study of Democracy, University Institute of European Studies, Institute of Applied Molecular Medicine (IMMA) and Centre of Metabolomics and Bioanalysis (CEMBIO).

This activity, coupled with the individual efforts of each of our professors, is the essence of scientific progress, which provides an answer to our vocation of finding the truth.

Thus, in addition to the laboratories and spaces devoted to teaching, we have 36 research laboratories, with an area of 3,400 m2, as well as a number of instrumentation services and the contribution of basic materials so that both our own students and companies and external entities have the possibility to develop a complete research activity.

Research support services

- Mass spectrometry service (SEM)
- Nuclear magnetic resonance (RMN)
- Controlled wear of materials (ECM)
- Animal house and experimental surgery service (SVA)
- Radioactive unit (UR)
- Experimental greenhouse (IE)
- Cell cultures unit (UCC)
- Parasitological analysis (ANP)
- Experimental pharmacology and toxicology (SFT)
- Metabolism and body composition unit (UMCC)
- Microbiology (MICRO)
- X-ray diffraction and electronic microscopy

75 active research projects with external funding, for a total amount of €8,030,045€
32 scholarships for Research Staff Training with internal and external funding.

169 professors favorably evaluated, who have obtained recognition for a total of 243 research periods.

Research chairs
- Google Chair on Privacy, Internet and Law
- Chair on Financial Markets Law
- Chair on Pharmaceutical Care
- Grupo Leche Pascual Chair
- BS-CEU Chair on Sustainable Development and Environment
- Klockner Chair on Implantology
- Dianas Terapéuticas Rosalind Franklin-Roche Institute Chair
- Burdinola-CEU San Pablo University Chair on Applied Molecular Medicine
- Lilly Foundation-CEU San Pablo University Chair on Personalised Therapies. Oncology

Research groups
- Architecture, restoration and landscape
- Spanish contemporary architecture
- Perinatal biochemistry and metabolism
- Rhizosphere biotechnology. Plant biology and ecology
- Botany
- Pursuit of new active principles of plant origin. Phytochemical studies and pharmacological assessment
- Organometallic compounds
- Architecture contexts
- Convergence, Internet, Radio and Television (INCIIR TV)
- Pharmaceutical development of medicines
- Design and synthesis of pharmaceuticals
- Architectural production strategies
- Methodological study of the family
- History of quantitative methods
- Gender ideology
- Environmental engineering and technologies for sustainable growth
- Molecular interactions
- Research on ageing
- Bioengineering laboratory
- Leximed
- Implementation problems of the Insolvency Law
- Neuropharmacology and neuroendocrinology
- Parasitology
- Analytical chemistry
- Chemistry of solids and materials science
- Vitamins in physiological and pathological situations
- Neuropsychology of neurodevelopment disorders in infancy
- Adaptations of musculoskeletal system in a bio-sanitary environment
- Venture capital
- Financial markets law
- Financial activities and the limits of the supervising activity
- Freedom, quality and funding of education in the Community of Madrid (ELEDUCA)
- Recent progress in the field of metrics of corporate reputation. Fundamentals, methodology and applications in management
- Communication through image and graphic design (ICOIDI)
- Urban trends
- PROCOTIN
- Data protection, transparency, security and market
Comprehensive training

CEU San Pablo University, like the other teaching centers created by the Catholic Association of Propagandists [Asociación Católica de Propagandistas], falls within the Christian humanist tradition. That is why it does not only transmit knowledge and skills, striving for academic excellence and the best professional empowerment of its students, but their comprehensive training: it promotes the growth -in all aspects- of the person, who it believes is able to discover and convey the truth, and an ethical commitment for society’s common good.

Voluntary work

At the Voluntary Department we aim to raise awareness, promote, channel and coordinate social aid and cooperation tasks. The collaboration of members from the educational community allows us to help the needy, and people living in situations of poverty or social exclusion.

The participation of students in these activities fosters their comprehensive training by promoting an active involvement, as well as an ethical and social commitment, while promoting the values of respect for the dignity of persons, honesty, generosity and social justice.

Sports

With the sports service we try to encourage our students to practice a multitude of activities and to those who already do, we offer the possibility to continue playing their favourite sport.

We organise internal competitions and we also participate in competitions among universities in Madrid and at national level, which is quite a success, since sport is played by one out of three students in our university.

Cultural activities

In parallel with the teaching activity, at our university we give the students the opportunity to participate in different activities related to the cultural scene: theatre, music, films, an introduction to the opera, travelling, discussion forums and personal creativity contests, among others.

The Voluntary Department is recorded at the Registry of Entities, Centers and Services for Social Action in the Community of Madrid, under number E 2654.2, and has the relevant Administrative Authorisation (number S3957) for the Volunteering and Solidarity Promotion Service [Servicio de Promoción del Voluntariado y la Solidaridad].
International Relations

The actions taken by our Vice-Rector of International Relations will ultimately focus on extending and increasing the educational programme of CEU San Pablo University, which encourages the exchange of University Students, teachers and staff with other Universities as a bid to enhance the universality of the teaching and cooperation in training activities. We wish to promote cultural, educational, personal and professional enrichment of all participants in the variety of initiatives we organise to foment the exchange of experiences in higher education. From the Vice-Rectorate of International Relations of CEU San Pablo University we will do our utmost to ensure that these objectives are fulfilled.

Contact Details

Vice-Rectorate of International Relations
Tel.: +34 91 456 63 18
Fax: +34 91 514 01 40
vice.internacional@ceu.es

International Office
Tel.: +34 91 514 01 05
Fax: +34 91 514 01 40

Opening Hours
Monday to Thursday
09.00 - 14.00
16.00 - 19.00
Friday
09.00 - 14.00

Language Center
Tel.: +34 91 456 63 00 - ext.: 5767
idiomas@ceu.es
ESTUDIOS DE GRADO

Campus de Madrid

FACULTAD DE DERECHO

Avda. del Valle, 21
28003 Madrid
Tel.: 91 514 04 00
deresec@ceu.es

Derecho
Ciencias Criminológicas y de la Seguridad
Ciencias Políticas

TITULACIONES SIMULTÁNEAS

Derecho + Título Propio Jurídico-Comunitario y Abogacía Internacional
Derecho + Periodismo
Derecho + Ciencias Políticas
Derecho + Ciencias Criminológicas y de la Seguridad
Derecho + Publicidad y Relaciones Públicas
Derecho + Administración y Dirección de Empresas
Título Propio en Derecho Deportivo

BILINGUAL DEGREES

Law + Business Administration
European Law + International Legal Profession Diploma
Degree in Law (Joint Bilingual Program with Fordham University)

Administración y Dirección de Empresas
Economía y Finanzas

Economía*
Mención Negocios Internacionales
Mención Finanzas

Marketing y Gestión Comercial

TITULACIONES SIMULTÁNEAS

Administración y Dirección de Empresas + Marketing y Gestión Comercial
Administración y Dirección de Empresas + Derecho / Título propio en Jurídico-empresarial
Marketing y Gestión Comercial + Publicidad y Relaciones Públicas

BILINGUAL DEGREES

Business Administration (Boston University)
Business Administration + Law (Boston University)
Business Administration + Marketing (Boston University)
Economics-Specialization in International Business/Finance (University of Chicago)
Advertising and Public Relations + Marketing (Boston University)

FACULTAD DE CIENCIAS ECONÓMICAS Y EMPRESARIALES

Julian Romea, 23
28003 Madrid
Tel.: 91 456 63 00
ecossec@ceu.es

Administración y Dirección de Empresas
Economía y Finanzas

Economía*
Mención Negocios Internacionales
Mención Finanzas

Marketing y Gestión Comercial

TITULACIONES SIMULTÁNEAS

Administración y Dirección de Empresas + Marketing y Gestión Comercial
Administración y Dirección de Empresas + Derecho / Título propio en Jurídico-empresarial
Marketing y Gestión Comercial + Publicidad y Relaciones Públicas

BILINGUAL DEGREES

Business Administration (Boston University)
Business Administration + Law (Boston University)
Business Administration + Marketing (Boston University)
Economics-Specialization in International Business/Finance (University of Chicago)
Advertising and Public Relations + Marketing (Boston University)

* Pendiente de aprobación administrativa según RD. 1393/2007 de 29 de octubre por el que se establece la ordenación de las enseñanzas universitarias oficiales.

ESTUDIOS DE MAGISTERIO

FACULTAD DE HUMANIDADES Y CIENCIAS DE LA COMUNICACIÓN

Pº Juan XXIII, 6, 8 y 10
28040 Madrid
Tel.: 91 456 42 00
humasec@ceu.es

Periodismo
Comunicación Audiovisual
Publicidad y Relaciones Públicas
Comunicación Digital
Humanidades
Historia

TITULACIONES SIMULTÁNEAS

Periodismo + Comunicación Audiovisual
Periodismo + Publicidad y Relaciones Públicas
Comunicación Audiovisual + Publicidad y Relaciones Públicas
Comunicación Digital + Periodismo
Comunicación Digital + Comunicación Audiovisual
Comunicación Digital + Publicidad y Relaciones Públicas
Derecho + Publicidad y Relaciones Públicas
Publicidad y Relaciones Públicas + Marketing y Gestión Comercial
Historia + Historia del Arte
Historia + Periodismo

Humanidades + Comunicación Audiovisual
Humanidades + Periodismo
Humanidades + Publicidad y Relaciones Públicas
Derecho + Periodismo
Ciencias Políticas + Periodismo

INTERNATIONAL DEGREES

Journalism
Audiovisual Communication + Advertising and Public Relations
Advertising and Public Relations + Marketing
Digital Communication + Audiovisual Communication

GRADOS DE MAGISTERIO

Educación Infantil
Maestro para Centro Bilingüe: en ambos grados de Educación Primaria
Magisterio puede incorporarse adicionalmente a un plan de cualificación como maestro en colegio bilingüe.

Educación Primaria + Educación Infantil
ESTUDIOS DE GRADO

Campus de Montepríncipe

FACULTAD
DE FARMACIA
Ub. Montepríncipe
28668 Boadilla del Monte
Madrid
Tel.: 91 372 47 00
farmasec@ceu.es

FACULTAD
DE MEDICINA
Ub. Montepríncipe
28668 Boadilla del Monte
Madrid
Tel.: 91 372 47 00
medicina.sec1@ceu.es

ESCUELA
POLÍTÉCNICA
SUPERIOR
Ub. Montepríncipe
28668 Boadilla del Monte
Madrid
Tel.: 91 372 40 35/36/37
epssec@ceu.es

Bilingüe de la farmacia (The University of Chicago)
Pharmacy = Biotechnology (The University of Chicago)

* Pendiente de aprobación administrativa según RD. 1393/2007 de 29 de octubre por el que se establece la ordenación de las enseñanzas universitarias oficiales.
(1) Grado habilitante para el ejercicio de la profesión de Arquitecto según Orden ECE/3856/2007.
ACCESOS CAMPUS DE MADRID (Moncloa)

1, 2, 202, 12, 16, 21, 44, 46, 61, C1, C2, 74, 82, 83, G, A, U, 132, 133, 160, 161, 162

Metropolitano, Guzmán el Bueno, Islas Filipinas y Argüelles
ACCESOS CAMPUS DE MONTEPRÍNCIPE

Salida 38 por vía de servicio, o bien carretera de Boadilla del Monte (M-511), km 5,300. Urbanización Montepríncipe.

Servicio propio de autobuses de CEU-USP, con varias salidas diarias desde la Avenida de Séneca, 2 (Ciudad Universitaria) y desde la Plaza de Castilla.

Estación Montepríncipe de la red de metro ligero de Madrid.